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Year  after  year,  at  St.  Joseph’s  College  of  Commerce,  Dhwani  –  the  annual  cultural  fest  is
conducted.  Dhwani  is  a platform for various  talents  all  over  the country  to  be surfaced and
recognized. This set up has witnessed some of the Nation’s fondest faces over its 10 years of
existence –Zaeden, Best Kept Secret, etc.

Conducted over a span of two days, this year’s theme of the fest was ‘Cartoon Nation’ – which
replicated the memories and characters of our childhood.The event took place on the 15 th and
16th of December.

Consisting of 31 diverse and challenging events, this year’s edition of Dhwani: Cartoon Nation
looked  to  target  the  top  talent  of  each  of  the  17  institutions  that  participated,  1  being  an
outstation college.

The Chief Guest for the opening ceremony for the inauguration ceremony was Ms. AishaniShetty,
an upcoming actress in the kannada film industry.  We also received social media recognition
from  the  media  influencers  like  Aishwarya  Suresh,  JordIndian,  Siddhanth  Sharma,  etc.  The
opening ceremony also consisted of the various college cultural teams showcasing the talent of
the college. 

The RedBull Tour Bus made their presence at Dhwani – the first Commerce College in Bangalore
to host them, as well as Lagori, one of India’s leading music bands. The fest also had popular food
chains set up stalls on campus to cater to the audience.



The Council received much appreciation and gratitude from the participants as well as the public
for the events conducted and the overall outcome of the fest.

CMS Jain stood among the rest bagging the Overall Winners of Dhwani 2017 while Mount Carmel
College came in close as the Runners.



Utilizing the fresher’s as well as the senior’s inputs and efforts, this episode of Dhwani: Cartoon
Nation has surely  set  a benchmark for the years  to come in  creating a base for  expertise in
various fields of culture and qualities.


